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Margaret-Maggie Honnold writes based on her life while a registered nurse, health educator, widow,
mom of two grown children and six grandchildren, and a past Alzheimer’s caregiver. A graduate of
Kankakee Community University Nursing Program, and Eastern Illinois University with a BS degree in
Community Wellness Education, she has experience in both the hospital and community nursing
configurations, therefore, having insight into lifestyle circumstances for all age range. Her Spiritual
present of encouragement will take the form of essays, poetry, speaking and hobby photography. Since
becoming a widow and retiring, she's spent time “Getting Maggie,” and learning “The Art of Continue
Anyway.” She spends period as an Elder for her local church, traveling, volunteering as a table member
for the neighborhood museum, and performing flute with a local band of eclectic musicians when time
allows. After 43 years away, Margaret-Maggie now lives back in her city of Carthage, a little town in
Western Illinois with her three beloved Basset Hounds: ThelmaLou, Huck and RozElynne. By the way,
half of her friends call her Margaret, as the spouse call her Maggie, hence, the Margaret-Maggie all-
inclusive name identity.margarethonnold. Stick to her on www.com
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Cherish every single moment with those you like... Thanks Maggie for being real! A Cloissone Heart, is
filled with poignancy, humor, unrelenting like on her behalf Alzheimer’s stricken husband, Carl, and her
deep faith in God. A must read So easy to tell this is written with like from a caregiver of her later
husband. I could discover him in my mind with the "Carlisms". Margaret (Maggie) Honnold, has written
an exquisitely captivating masterpiece! Reading this book in addition has made me realize just how
important it really is to cherish every instant you have with family members because you just never know
when "you will come out your front side door and your very existence change forever". Thank you
Maggie for letting us share in this trip with you. I look forward to reading your next publication and
seeing where God has lead you these past few years. Many thanks for sharing the photo of Carl. He was a
classic fantastic, caring and generous guy, and I was blessed to possess known him. An exquisitely
captivating masterpiece! While I pray that I never have to endure or witness this dreaded disease in my
loved ones, I believe this book will help therefore many who are facing an unknowing future as an
Alzheimer's caregiver and that there is no right or wrong way to deal. I could not end reading and
completed it within a day. Feeling blessed I got to browse this. Margaret has blessed the world by posting
her and Carl’s tale. Many a tear poured down my cheeks, and her humor produced me laugh aloud. She is
a beautiful talented writer who writes her and Carl’s tale with meticulous detailed remembrances that
have created the essence of the real meaning of love, commitment, strength and perseverance in fulfulling
her role as a loving wife and devoted caregiver. Fantastic Book. Have the Kleenex handy. Many of us
have lost a grandparent to Alzheimer's, or perhaps a mother or father. Maggie describes what it really is
like to lose a beloved partner to the horrific disease. It is extremely well written. I has it examine in two
evenings. It really is heart breaking..! Sometimes I laughed. There are also great tips to the caregiver of a
loved one with Alzheimer's. We all know a person who is or provides been affected. I can’t wait to learn
this book!! And I will update my critique with further thoughts once I’ve read this long awaited and
anticipated book! There is existence after Alzheimer's, and I cannot wait to read Maggie's next book!
Such a gifted writer! Maggie radiates warmth and caring while she tells her story of like beyond
Alzheimer's. This condition or disease has no boundaries or certain class of people. I concerned that her
book might bring back some of the sad instances from my own trip. And it did. Nonetheless it drew me
through those occasions and reminded me that I was anchored by love and surrounded by support, even
though I failed to see it at the time. It’s a book that I know will help many who are on this journey right
now, or who have been there, or who are walking alongside friends who are. Till Death Carry out You
Part Therefore many tears and laughter as well as I walked in Maggie and Carl's world filled with love and
heartache most in one. I cried.. Such a true and at times a gutwrenching accounts of such a terrible
disease! This publication will show you, not only the human type of what we call love, but the Godly
form as well.! And I cried. Emotionally Intelligent book This book is well written, with an excellent
balance of sharing a mature faith, helpful insights and advice for caregivers who are in very hard life
situations, and personal processing of the author’s experience. ***A MUST READ*** Whether you have
a person with Alzheimer's / dementia today or not that is an amazing browse! I have followed Maggie
through this trip and read her many Facebook postings and blog page entries along the way, therefore I
already know she actually is a gifted article writer with such a powerful story to tell. Awesome This is so
touching and brings a new outlook of what wives/husbands significant others, etc really go through with
someone which has Alzheimer’s. I met Maggie as a fellow traveler in the Alzheimer street where we
shared encounters and drew power from our online support group. Wow!! You wrote it and wrote it well!
? Five Stars A beautiful book which will touch your heart and open your eyes to the heartache of
dementia. And God speed as you continue to follow his path for your life. The reading of the book came
about at a time in my own life when I needed to know very well what real love was. Gorgeous, heartfelt
writing, can't await her next book! I LOVED this, "I cannot put it down" sort of a publication. I'm better



for reading it! God bless you! Thanks Maggy! Incredible love story! A beautiful, enchanting A beautiful,
enchanting, well written love story, with an in depth, honest, sincere testimony of the trials and
heartbreak of Alzheimer's. Many thanks Ms. Cloisonne' Heart can help the caregiver to understand that
the feelings they feel are normal and real. 1 day I might have someone close to me develope this
debilitating disease of the mind, with the help and insight of this book I will be better outfitted. I was
blessed to know Carl (and Maggie) and was so touched by this book. Honnold for your incredible courage
and willingness to help others through this disease. A must read for family members and caregivers of the
awful disease. Truly a love memoir Margaret 's memoir is moving and poignant, showing her deep love
for her spouse Carl and the deep discomfort of slowly losing him. Written with great sensitivity and,
sometimes, humour, the memoir is certainly beautiful.
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